The Miraculous Theatre Company
presents

It’s not the gardener
who chooses the plant
but the plant who
chooses the gardener.

Romantic
Botanic is a
series of
bespoke guided
tours delving
into the secret
love life of
plants.

Whilst humans have been
developing the art of
seduction for thousands of
years, plants have been
doing this for MILLIONS.
We mix poetry and science,
factual and fictional
folklore, to create an
engaging, profound and
hilarious look into the plant
realm and its relationship
with us.

We each have
our own
historical and
cultural story to
discover and to
share.

Romantic Botanic is unique
by nature.
Each encounter is tailored to
your requirements, to tell a
story, and to share your
message.
It can be designed for any
environment – in urban as
well as rural settings – and is
not limited by season or
geography.

The direct and
informal nature
of outdoor
performance
has an
immediate
effect on
people’s lives.

Our work helps to enable
people to connect
imaginatively with each
other, their community
and with their
environment.

Our distinct
offer combines
our love of
nature with our
experience of
creating quality
outdoor theatre.

The cast of Romantic
Botanic is Barney, Roger
and Paschale. We thrive on
cultivating memorable
performances that
celebrate the rich
characteristics of each
setting.
We attribute our best work
when we work in full
collaboration with the
artistic producers,
establishing rapport and
setting out mutually
understood goals, which
has proven successful
consistently across a range
of industry and cultural
differences.

“The Romantic Botanic
experience was superb; an
original, witty and very amusing
show which engaged the
audience and, importantly, got
them thinking about the
environment around them.
As managers of a site with such
ecological and archaeological
importance, it really made us
think and realise that we should
be considering other alternative
ways of promoting some of our
key messages to a wider
audience.”
Stuart Clarke
Countryside & Conservation Manager
Bournemouth Borough Council

The Miraculous Theatre
Company works
collaboratively across all
types of creative and
contracting bodies, and we
have rooted affiliations that
span the globe from the UK
to Australia.
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